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In the year 2008, when ImagePro was being developed, we received many requests to develop a software tool that makes it
possible to "add" a text message to an image. Since we were not the authors of existing software products that could satisfy
these requirements, we developed our own software, based on a number of innovative approaches, to create our own image
watermarking tool - ImgWater. ImgWater is not an image manipulator. It is a single, professional and advanced image
watermarking software tool. It can be used for more than one purpose, and it can be used in one image or a group of images.
We believe it is the best and most reliable software product available for watermarking. Main features: - Ability to watermark
a photo on the fly, without any other software being installed. - Additional text stamps, with a highly adjustable level of
transparency (alpha channel). - Watermark texts can be visible or invisible. - Watermark texts can be visible in one, two or
three colours. - Normal, transparent, black and white fonts can be selected. - Watermark texts can be placed on the top or
bottom of the photo. - Watermark texts can be placed on top of the original image and or a copy. - Watermark texts can be
adjusted with a high degree of precision. - Colour of the text can be selected and adjusted. - The process of watermarking can
be previewed with a single mouse click. - The process of watermarking can be monitored and saved for use as a template. -
The program can read all types of image files including JPEG, PNG, BMP, EMF, GIF, TIFF and others. - It can detect an
alpha channel of images in most graphics and image editors. - The program can use transparent png files (or any other files)
and can be used for cropping images. - The program allows for the cropping of images before and after watermarking. - The
program can store and save all the settings in order to be used again. - The program has user definable keyboard shortcuts. - It
is possible to use the program from any PC using Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8. - The program is completely scalable -
as a result it is possible to watermark a variety of images of any size. - The program comes with a help file and a user manual.
Related software

ImgWater 

You can create and share your own live wallpaper with this app. It lets you pick and select from an image library to be used as
a live wallpaper background. There are predefined wallpapers for you to choose from, or you can create your own and save
them to your SD card. You can set the frequency of when your wallpaper will change and also how long it will stay visible.
You can save your wallpaper so you can use it on multiple Android phones. Just tap the wallpaper you saved to bring up the
options to enable automatic wallpaper rotation and set the screen display time. Tap the preferences icon to edit the wallpaper
settings. Screen Shot: This is my first attempt at live wallpaper creation. The wallpaper is a picture of my kids. It has come to
life! 1 Comment BEST thing about this app is it's simplicity and ease of use, I have used many apps to make a live wallpaper
out of my images and this one was simple and easy to use and most importantly mine has made it to my phone and it works. :)
iLook.Flash Photo Viewer for Mobile Phone, PDA and Computer provide you various photo viewer apps in single wrapper.
You can view all your photo, slideshow, video clip and more from various apps and the application is stand alone which mean
you do not need to install any application with this. Features: - All-in-one Photo Viewer apps for all mobile devices- Easily
turn any image into slideshow- You can view, slideshow, rotate, filter, crop, zoom, rotate and edit any image- Compatible with
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android 2.2 and above- View various photo types, edit, slide and more- Preview & crop photos before you shoot- Compatible
with Nokia mobiles, Sony, Samsung, HTC, LG, samsung, google etc- Compatible with Blackberry, palm, symbian- Download
any image, slideshow, video clip, convert photo to all image formats- Best slideshow app- you can slideshow your photo,
image, slideshow or video clip - Best slideshow app- you can slideshow your photo, image, slideshow or video clip- You can
slideshow your photo, image, slideshow or video clip- you can slideshow your photo, image, slideshow or video clip- You can
slideshow your photo, image, slideshow or video clip This is a very useful application that can be of great help for you. It is
very user-friendly and it can be used for many purposes. The 1d6a3396d6
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Publisher: Media Productions Name: ImgWater License: Demo/Freeware System requirements: Additional notes: Supported
file types: JPEG, PNG, BMP, EMF, GIF, TIFF and EMF. Download ImgWater Pic to Text Converter Pro Pic to Text
Converter Pro is an outstanding and powerful tool for converting photos and graphics to text, PDF, and MS Word. The
program can be used to extract text from scanned images and creates PDF, JPG, and BMP files in several sizes, as well as
other formats, from scanned text documents. With this utility, you can quickly extract any text in your pictures and share them
as text. With this versatile text extracting tool, you can save your time and get more mileage out of your images. The program
is so easy to use that anyone can use it. It requires little or no training and is a breeze to use. The program can even extract text
from a digital camera to turn it into a text file, thus making a scanned image searchable. By attaching the PDF file you can
create a searchable document containing any type of text from your digital camera images and e-mails. It is a great way to
archive your old photos and bring them back to life with their original contents. The software allows the user to convert
scanned text to multiple output formats including PDF, JPG, BMP, and text files. Its main features are: * Add Multiple Text
Files With this software you can add multiple text files and create a PDF document. * Save in JPEG/TIFF/BMP/PNG/EMF
Format This software can save your scanned images and text documents in various formats including JPEG, TIFF, BMP, PNG,
and EMF. * Extract text from scanned images Create a text file of any digital camera pictures by using this software. It creates
the text file directly from a digital camera. * Extraction from PDF PDF to PDF converter is very easy to use and a better way
to turn your PDF files into a text file. * Convert scanned text files to Word with this tool, now you can easily convert scanned
text files into PDF or TXT files. * Convert scanned PDF to Word with this software, Now you can convert scanned PDF to
text files in your computer easily. * Add a picture to text This is very useful if you want to add a picture to your text.

What's New In ImgWater?

Professional tool for image overlay watermarking, file formattings and special effects on pictures. Create text watermark on
the pictures and files (JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, EMF, TIFF, PDF, EMF) in different formats and set the position and opacity
of the watermark, and then save the result as JPEG or BMP file. Watermark can be applied to any picture files on computer or
images can be created on the disk/memory card. More than 20 overlay text/logos, backgrounds. Advanced fade effects (on-
screen, cross-fade and cross-fade with alpha transparency) and text shadows (rounded and pixelized). A wide variety of font
styles, sizes and colors. Customizable watermark text. Customizable background image and transparency levels. Watermark
can be set as a part of the file name. Fully customizable live preview window. Help file and detailed online help. About:
Professional tool for image overlay watermarking, file formattings and special effects on pictures. Create text watermark on
the pictures and files (JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, EMF, TIFF, PDF, EMF) in different formats and set the position and opacity
of the watermark, and then save the result as JPEG or BMP file. Watermark can be applied to any picture files on computer or
images can be created on the disk/memory card. More than 20 overlay text/logos, backgrounds. Advanced fade effects (on-
screen, cross-fade and cross-fade with alpha transparency) and text shadows (rounded and pixelized). A wide variety of font
styles, sizes and colors. Customizable watermark text. Customizable background image and transparency levels. Customizable
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alpha transparency (0-100%). Image file name: Any text (or logo) can be added in form of watermark with any font, size and
color. You can edit the image watermark while previewing the picture, adding text, background image, gradient, gradient with
overlay, frame, shadow. You can also erase the text from the image, remove the watermark. Transparent image: You can add
transparent watermark to any image as a part of file name. Non-transparent image: You can add any text, logo or image as a
part of file name. Image quality: JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, EMF, TIFF, PDF, EMF. Resolution: 300×300, 600×600, 900×900,
1200×1200, 1600×1600, 2400×2400, 4000×4000, 6000×6000, 8600×8600, 12000×12000, 16600×16600, 21600×21600,
26200×26200,
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System Requirements For ImgWater:

Windows XP SP3 or newer. Minimum 1.5 GHz Dual Core 4 GB RAM DirectX 9.0 1 GB HD space You will also need a
microphone and speakers How to install: Extract the game using WinRAR. run the exe file with the -install command. Roxio /
Xilisoft DVD Burning can be used to burn the game to a dvd/cd. Other versions of Roxio DVD Burning may work.
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